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INTRODUCTION
MIGRANTECH - THE PROJECT
The aim of this european project (2020-1-FR01-KA204-080342) is to create a digital
platform (migrantech.org) that provides e-learning tools and methods for migrants,
refugees and also the professionals working with migrants and refugees to support
their learning and employment level.
That platform will contribute to the social and professional inclusion of refugees, as
well as the reduction of discrimination against refugees.
During this process, policies and practices related to the inclusion of refugees in
social and professional life will be analysed.

THE TARGET GROUP
The project target group includes migrants/refugees, professionals working with
migrants/refugees, companies and employers.

THE OBJECTIVES
I To understand and

identify the needs for the most relevant skills sought by
companies and employers/companies;

II

Enable educators and professionals to broaden and adapt their knowledge and
develop skills, that are springboards towards bringing their audiences closer to
the labor market;

III Provide tailer-made e-learning tools and methods for professionals working with
migrants and refugees, in order to facilitate their socio-professional inclusion;

IV Undertake education and training as a key element in promoting social cohesion
and integration processes;

V

Promote coexistence
communities;

between

society

and

migrants

and/or

refugees

VI Combat discrimination against migrants and/or refugees;
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THE RESULTS
Study on the most relevant cross-cutting, digital key skills required for access to
employment and sought by companies.
Identification of good educational and integration practices online and offline for
adult migrants and refugees based on NTIC and cross-cutting skills required by
companies and employers and a certification tool of the acquired skills.
Kit in the form of a training course (40 e-modules) and seminar to exchange
experiences and good practices.
Design of the e-platform and uploading of 40 e-modules, in an interactive way
(objectives, content, evaluation questionnaire), followed by e-tutors training.
Creation of an online learning guide capitalizing the e-learning path and how to
use the platform and 2 infographics (the cross-cutting and numeric skills) relevant
for the person involved in adult education.
You can follow the progress of the project on our social media :
INTRAGRAM : @projectmigrantech
CALAMEO : https://www.calameo.com/accounts/6983295
migrantech.org

STUDY

GOOD
PRACTICES
MANUAL
E-LEARNING GUIDE
E-PLATFORM

40
E-MODULES
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THE PARTNERS
AMSED
FRANCE
network.amsed.fr
Migration, Solidarity and Exchange for Development Association (AMSED) has been
working for intercultural dialogue and local development since 1998 as an NGO.
Through international projects, solidarity trips, Euro-Mediterranean exchanges, street
activities and sponsorship for employment, AMSED supports young and old to improve
their daily lives and allows them to achieve their dreams .Promoting the meeting of
cultures so that we learn from each other and become aware of our wealth and our
potential is at the heart of AMSED's projects.
FACTOR SOCIAL
PORTUGAL
factorsocial.pt
Factor Social is a company that develops projects in the context of the psychosocial
studies and environment, mainly characterized in adjusting the theories and models
of the psychology to different fields of intervention and also for the articulation with
other areas of study (such as Engineer, Architecture, Education, Management,
Communication ...) with the purpose of creating higher values for his clients.
ANATOLIA YOUTH ASSOCIATION
TURKEY
aya-ngo.org
Anatolia Youth Association (AYA) is a non-profit and non-governmental organisation
in Turkey. AYA is mainly focused on issues about gender equality, youth and women
entrepreneurship,sensibilisation of youngsters about their environment and related
issues, ecology, prevention of hate speech, prevention of hate against migrants and
refugees, inclusion of migrants and refugees through organising youth mobility
projects.
FAMILLES DU MONDE ASBL
BELGIUM
famillesdumonde.eu
Familles du Monde asbl (FAMIDO) is a non-profit organization made up of families
from different cultures and countries, based in Belgium. FAMIDO has a team of adult
and youth leaders who design, organize and carry out various activities in the field of
migration and non formal education, amongst others. FAMIDO works with children,
young people, adults and families on raising awareness on the migration process and
providing different kind of tools to understand and try to elaborate it as a life long
learning project.
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THE 40 GOOD PRACTICES
The partners identified a set of good practices in adult education in terms of the
acquisition of key and digital skills (educational approach, specificities,
empowerment pathways via multiple educational pathways, evaluation, etc.)
optimizing access to employment for the target audience.
The objective is to develop a set of good educational practices related to the
acquisition of transversal and digital skills and certification tools for educators and
integration professionals in order to draw inspiration from them for educational
approaches, methods of assessment, results, recognition of skills acquired through the
establishment of a learning environment of key and digital skills for target audiences.
Analising this good practices and discussing them with experts will allow us to create
a platform with 40 e-modules that suit the best the needs of our target group and
that will be adapted to a fruitful e-learning method and tools.
The experts who participated to the guide are integration professionals who work
daily with migrants and refugees, social assistants, employment technicians,
employment counselors, human ressources managers, digital advisors, online
education experts, adult learning experts, social workers, from Belgium, France,
Portugal and Turkey.
123 Tests
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GOOD PRACTICES

123 TESTS
123test

https://www.123test.com/team-roles-test/

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
The target group is everyone that searches for employment, wants to plan his/her
professional career or wants to start studies in different domains. People in need to
discover more about their capacities or intrests can take the tests and knowing
themselves better, they can better plan their career.

CONTENT & MODALITIES
This e-platform focusses on career choice, skills and competencies, assessment
preparation… through personality tests. The tests include: IQ test, career test, personality
test, work value test, Team roles test.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES

+ The tests are well designed, with time limits.
- The language in tests can be confusing for those who don’t master the language.
The tests are free and fast, but they also have to be scientifically valid and reliable.
To achieve all of these goals, they use a special test development scheme that
includes:
·Using scientific literature as a theoretical basis for tests
·Collecting massive amounts of empirical data to ensure representative sampling
·Generating valid reports through 'expert systems' based on empirical findings

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
This platform can inspire us for tests.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS

It was considered interesting to offer the learner some tests similar to those in this
platform. The time limits and the frame of the tests were appreciated by the
participants. They recommended such tests for the MigranTech platform.
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GOOD PRACTICES

"ACCELAIR" Program
Forum Réfugiés-Cosi

https://www.forumrefugies.org/dispositif-frc/19-programmes-d-integration/104-accelair-69

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
The general objective is to facilitate the professional and residential integration
international protection’s beneficiaries by offering them individualized support to access
housing, training and employment, depending on their situation and needs.
Target audience: beneficiaries of international protection

CONTENT & MODALITIES
24 months personalized support in terms of access to employment, training and housing.
Deployed in Occitania in 2018, the system now covers a dozen French departments.
- Support in the definition of the professional project, identification/ validation of skills
- Orientation towards language and/or professional training
- Access to and retention in employment
- Since 2018, the "Happy FLE" mobile app completes the program to meet the needs of
newcomers, allowing them to discover the French language through everyday situations. It
contains 370 exercises and 230 words to win, divided into 8 themes: transport, environment,
health, purchasing, housing, administration, culture and leisure, and employment/work.
Photos and sounds help the user in learning French. The notion of "challenge" is present via
the "word gifts" won when the players answer correctly. The daily connection time is also
blocked to encourage people to practice French a little each day rather than very rarely.
The user evolves at his/her own pace and chooses the time he/she wants to devote to it,
from 5 to 20 minutes a day.
In developing this application, Forum Réfugiés-Cosi has also focused on images, sounds (all
instructions are spoken), pictograms, step-by-step progression, adaptive learning
technology so that each batch of exercises is proposed according to the results obtained
during the different challenges.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ The Happy FLE app is free and available on all smartphones. It does not require
registration or internet connection to be used.
+ Adaptive learning: adapts to the level and pace of learners

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
We could draw inspiration from the content of the application for the French learning
modules, related to employment, and be inspired by the type of content (images,
sounds, text, exercises)

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS

The experts noted that the "access to rights" dimension, which is broader than
employment, is important. Perhaps it would be possible to make a module on access
to rights?
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GOOD PRACTICES

The "aFip" tool

(Action Française pour l’Insertion Professionnelle =
French Action for Professional Integration)

Centre d’éducation des adultes "Greta du Velay"
http://afip.velay.greta.fr/ (co-financed by the European Integration Fund)

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
aFIP is a tool for understanding the professional world and learning French as a
language of integration. This tool aims to improve the mastery of the French language,
considered as a means of social integration. aFIP supports the professional integration
of adult migrants and is part of a transversal perspective for the various sectors of
activity. Public: migrants with a level A1.1 to B1.

CONTENT & MODALITIES
aFIP consists of 12 profession capsules organized around filmed interviews. They make it
possible to know the different professions (social life assistance, hairdressing, selfservice trade, cooking, driving travelers, maintenance, hotels and restaurants...) and their
vocabulary and their conditions of practice in France.
In addition, a "training area" offers:
A professional situation sheet for each capsule with an oral activity and a written
activity based on authentic documents);
A suggestion sheet to assess oral production skills;
Questionnaires make it possible to address the social and cultural life of the
migrants;
Resources to appropriate the notion of skills for employment with tools to enhance
previous experiences and make the link with potential professions;
Questionnaires for understanding the videos with their correction;
An activity sheet based on situations/problems for each profession.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ Platform entirely dedicated to the employability of migrants, with a focus on
sectors in tension
+ Free tool accessible to all
- Content only in French

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATFORM
We could present the main sectors in tension and their specific vocabulary
Put subtitle videos and add a written transcript
Integrate a section dedicated to vocabulary in each e-module
Be inspired by the type of interactive exercises used
Integrate additional resources (external links for example)

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS

The video testimonies of professionals allow learners to have precise and real advice,
it is very relevant to root the training material in the reality of the working world.
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GOOD PRACTICES

"AIRE" Program

(Accompagnement Insertion Réfugiés Emploi =
Support Integration Refugees Employment)

Opcommerce

https://www.lopcommerce.com/l-opcommerce/offer-of-services/areaaccompaniment-and-integration-of-refugees-in-employment/

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
Opcommerce and several member companies are mobilising to offer refugees a
springboard for sustainable and successful socio-professional integration through
training and employment.
Target audience: Beneficiaries of international protection (holder of refugee status or
subsidiary protection).

CONTENT & MODALITIES
Opcommerce and its partners support the company and the individual throughout the
course, from the definition of the candidate's profile to his/her social integration and
integration into the company.
- On the individual side: the identified partner provides support in all the administrative and
social procedures of the person. The goal is to be a facilitator in its integration.
-On the company side: this tailor-made support takes into account the specificity of the
public by integrating intercultural training with the tutor and the company's employees with
a view to successful integration.
The program includes a 5-step process:
- An Operational Preparation for Collective Employment (POEC) with 400 hours of training
dedicated to business skills, which may include French courses and learning "soft skills"
- A period of application in company representing 1/3 of the total hours followed during the
POEC.
- An objective of professionalization contract at the end of the POEC.
- Specific support for the trainee throughout the course.
Support from the company to facilitate this integration withother employees.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ “Corporate Social Responsibility" approach
+ Meeting needs recruitment on jobs in tension
+100% coverage by the Opcommerce of the pedagogical costs of the Operational
Preparation for Collective Employment (POEC) and the costs of the work-study
contract

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
We could make a module on the importance of the intercultural dimension in the work
environment to promote a good integration. We could also address job sectors in
tension.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS

The training of employers is very important and should not be neglected. Of course,
the migrant/refugee public must adapt to the work world of their host country, but
companies must also know how to foster their integration.
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GOOD PRACTICES

BAPA CONVIVIAL pathway
Convivial

https://www.convivial.be - https://www.bruxelles.be/bapa-bxl-laccueil-des-primo-arrivants

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
To increase the ability of newcomers to act in Belgian society. Therefore, work with the
newcomer on self-confidence, autonomy and a clear and realistic life project through its
daily commitment: to contribute to the development of a multicultural society that welcomes
and protects human rights, promotes equal opportunities and the social, cultural, professional
and civic participation of all, actively making diversity an asset

CONTENT & MODALITIES
Welcome course (accompanying and informing newcomers in their first steps in Belgium)
1. Reception: explaining the person's background and obligations + evaluation of his/her
needs in terms of social follow-up and integration in Belgium + linguistic assessment to
define the level of French + 10-hour training to give an initial overview of rights and duties in
Belgium. Then, linguistic assessment to define the level of French + 10-hour training to give a
first overview of rights and duties in Belgium. An agreement that fixes the modalities of part 2
is then signed. 2. Accompaniment: 50 hours of citizenship training (acquisition of keys to
understanding Belgium (history, geography, values, etc.), information on the rights of
newcomers, a place to exchange ideas about one's own culture and the Belgian culture) +
language and/or literacy training in French up to level A2 of the CEFR (level required to
apply for Belgian nationality) + individual support adapted to the needs in the social,
cultural and professional integration process in Belgium. Ended with a final attestation

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ The welcome course has become mandatory.
- Asylum seekers cannot participate in the reception program because their residence
permit, if renewable, is only valid for 3 months.

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
We can create a module that informs newcomers about the context of the country, the
obligations and the evaluation of their needs in terms of social follow-up and integration
in Belgium. In addition to this module, we can create another one on self-development,
self-esteem, and those that lead to autonomy.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS

The experts consider making enabling people to be autonomous and active citizens
beneficial for the labour market and society, as well as for the newcomer. Gaining
autonomy rises the self-esteem of the people. Further, the expert also suggested to
indicate the different centres of the different partners countries to direct newcomers who
would need intense alphabetisation classes or support that cannot be given through the
e-modules. Regarding the content of the e-modules about the historical background of
the country etc, the expert encouraged us to facilitate the information in recreational
way.
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GOOD PRACTICES

BRULINGUA
Actiris, Bruxelles formation, Huis van het Nederlands, VDAB
https://brulingua.be/fr/

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
Brulingua is an initiative of Actiris. It offers free language training and personalized
coaching to all residents of Brussels over 18 years old.
Brulingua offers the possibility to learn 24 languages, including English, Dutch, French and
German, in an independent, dynamic and interactive way.
As part of the Strategy 2025 for Brussels, Brulingua promotes employability and
professional mobility ; increases the language skills of the inhabitants of Brussels;
stimulates the economic and tourist attractiveness of the Brussels-Capital Region;
strengthens its internationalization.

CONTENT & MODALITIES
There are virtual classes organized in 30-minute video conferences with a native coach,
available in English, Dutch and French. Brulingua gives you access to "Speaky", a social
network connecting you with native speakers from all over the world, to practice and share
your interests and passions. Correct each other to progress even faster. They organize
virtual language cafes.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ available in over 20 languages
+ possibility to have a follow-up by online courses
+ courses are adaptable to each individual
- Only available for residents of Brussels

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATFORM
The adaptability of learning is a point to keep. It would be interesting to be able to
draw inspiration from their method while making it available beyond Brussels.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS
The experts notices that this working method fits perfectly into the framework of our
project, except that it is not possible for us to offer an online follow-up by teachers.
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GOOD PRACTICES

Digital Welcome
ALL DIGITAL, Maks, IASIS, Stiftung Digitale Chancen,
FMD, Colectic, CSF
https://digitalwelcome.eu/nl/about/

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
The aim of the project “WELCOME Programme” is to exchange best practices between
organisations specialised in digital inclusion of disadvantaged groups and, based on this
exchange, to develop and pilot an innovative methodology for social inclusion of third
country nationals in educational and social activities, cultural life, volunteering and
digital creation activities.

CONTENT & MODALITIES
They developed a programme of creative IT workshops, including methodology and training
materials, based on best practices of the partners and beyond. Afterwards, trainers from
partner organisations have been trained to use the programme and its materials in pilots.
These trainers run two rounds of pilots.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+Third-country nationals have been trained as mentors and then worked as
volunteers and organize 40 creative IT workshops, reaching 400 people in total in
mixed groups of third country nationals and European nationals.
+The content of these workshops fostered peer learning and exchanges between
local communities and third country nationals.

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
We can inspire us from the best practices of their project, that aimed to facilitate in
terms of competences the inclusion of refugees and primo-arrivants in the labor
market digitally.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS
The expert considered this exchange interesting and important to promote the emodules and the MigranTech project. Having partners that coach in ICT
competences can be useful as first step to develop digital competences and be able
to follow our e-modules.
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GOOD PRACTICES

Duo for a job
Duo for a job – intergenerational coaching asbl
https://www.duoforajob.be/fr/accueil/

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
Their principal objectives are to innovate through intergenerational mentoring, and
connect an experienced adult with a young migrant to coach him/her to find a job.
Their target group is therefore made up of 50+ experienced people and young
migrants.

CONTENT & MODALITIES
They train retired or pre-retired mentors to enter into a mentoring relationship with 18-30
year olds from immigrant backgrounds seeking professional or student guidance. They
organise different activities such as job interview preparation workshops , job interview
simulation, resume and cover letter workshops, proofreading, speech therapy sessions, guide
to good practices, listening center.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ they work online and face-to-face,
+ they made guide of good practices,
+ workshops for job interviews, cv writing

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
The content of the guide can inspire us for our e-modules, such as, transforming the
workshops contents and experience into didactic e-modules online.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS

The activities they offer are very similar to what we will offer on our platform, with the
difference that on our platform they will be offered online to also allow people who
cannot travel to the destination, who are training while not yet in the destination
country to work, ... to start preparing to train. Of course, a person registered in a job
search assistance institution can benefit from support and guidance when completing
the modules. It would be very interesting to collaborate with Duo for a Job on this
level.
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GOOD PRACTICES

E-learning - Belgium
Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles, enseignement.be
https://elearning.cfwb.be/

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
Modules that allow you to prepare for external certification tests (JURYS, CEB, CE1D,
CE2D, CESS...), benefit from academic support, to complete a full year of study, to take a
year-long course of study, to take a full year of study, to take one branch of a year of
study, to take lifelong learning. The courses are open to everyone from 6 years old.

CONTENT & MODALITIES
They have more than 500 online courses for primary and secondary levels, with jury
preparation, tutoring, customized training, individualized tutoring and support, year-round
registration, peer-to-peer exchanges. The payment of 27 euros (flat rate) allows access to
online course modules, individualized follow-up by a teacher and exchanges between
learners for one year, free access under certain conditions.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
- It is a long term training
+ Gives the possibility to foreigners to have a recognised Belgian diploma that gives
more opportunities when looking for a job or looking for trainings when a certain
level of certification is needed
+ Reduced costs (27€/year or free under conditions)
+ Unlimited availability during the year
+ Organization of a jury to obtain the title which officially recognizes the acquired
skills

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATFORM
It will be difficult to adapt their content to our platform, but the redirection to this
site seems more than necessary. We can nevertheless be inspired by their learning
and evaluation methods.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS
The content offered is very interesting. Even if it is not directly related to
employability, it is undeniable that the knowledge and certificates obtained through
these courses are very useful for access to studies and employment.
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GOOD PRACTICES

EDRAAK
Edraak

www.edraak.org

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
A platform for MOOCs in Arabic, aiming to furtherenrich Arab education and
give Arab learners free access to courses developed in cooperation with
international higher education institutions.Edraak focuses on creating materials
from scratch that are tailored to Arabic-speaking students. Through its
partnership with edX, the platform also gives Arab learners access in Arabic to
courses taught and developed at top-tier institutions like Harvard, MIT, and UC
Berkeley. All courses are delivered at no cost to the learner. The Queen Rania
Foundation (a foundation based in Jordan aiming to help those in need of better
education), which has supported the launch of Edraak, envisions the use of the
platform to showcase Arab role models by broadcasting short online courses by
practitioners and professionals from a variety of fields spanning the arts and
sciences. The platform enables the Arab world to take advantage of the
international interest in regional affairs to tell its own story to the world. Arab
university professors and regional experts can use the platform to give courses in
English about the region and its history. This will serve to inform a global
audience that is interested in the region’s development. Edraak has developed
‘blended’ courses in partnership with Jordanian universities and has also
partnered with non-governmental organizations and other organizations to
provide course content and technological solutions to education delivery in
refugee camps in the region.

CONTENT & MODALITIES

The platform offers original Arabic courses to further enrich Arab education.
Edraak offers courses on two platforms: Continuous Learning, for adults, and K–12 Education,
with resources for teachers, parents and school-age learners.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ Simple e-module titles, easy to understand
Each module starts with a short video on the topic.

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATFORM

Can inspire us with the simplicity and easiness of its usage.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS
The platform was praised for its simple e-module titles, easy to understand.
Participants highlighted the use of videos at the beginning of each module serving to
warm up the user and introduce the topic. The platform can inspire us with the
simplicity and easiness of its usage.
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GOOD PRACTICES

Emerge
Ege University

https://www.emergeengineers.eu/project-partners/

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
EMERGE is an EU Erasmus+ project bringing together project partners and experts from
Poland, Denmark, Norway, Turkey and Ireland. The target audience is women engineers
who want to start up their own business.
This project aims to increase the number of female entrepreneurs in engineering by
transforming their access to and the quality of the training they receive from
Entrepreneurship, VET & HEI institutions.

CONTENT & MODALITIES
Has 9 modules on how to start a business, conception, marketing, finding investors,
etc. "Our online community, learning resources and training events will connect you
to expert knowledge and advice. Ready to get started? The first step is to join on
our online social media community of engineers, lecturers, business advisors and
education providers."

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ There are tests for the target group to evaluate themselves.
+ Possibility to do deep research on specific topics.
- The language level is high, targeting well educated native speakers. So the texts
are long

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
The self evaluation tests can be a good tool to apply in our project.
The open education resources is a good idea for those who want to do some extra
research.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS

The participants retained the tests dedicated to the target group as a good tool for
self-evaluation and motivation. The platform gives opportunities for users to do
deeper research on specific topics on open education resources. They agreed that
not all the users would be interested but for some curious users, it would be a plus.
They also noticed that the language level is high, targeting well educated native
speakers and the texts are long. Therefore, they pointed out that the MigranTech
platform should use simple language with short sentences.
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GOOD PRACTICES

eSolidar
eSolidar

https://www.esolidar.com/pt

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
eSolidar is a new way for people to support the social causes, by helping non-profit
organizations they most identify with. It is like an online solidarity shop.

CONTENT & MODALITIES
It is a team motivated to build online tools that optimise the impact generated among
the community and non-profit organisations.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ Their specialty in building online tools
+ They offer their service to companies; non-profits; and individuals
+ Empower your employees so they feel part of the company's social responsibility
and sustainability strategy while collaborating on decisions, funds distribution, and
supporting their favourite causes.
+ Provide solutions that encourage participation, communication, and teamwork to
increase and improve employee engagement and talent retention.
on decisions, funds distribution, and supporting their favourite causes.
+ Increase the company's positive impact, branding, reputation, and community
engagement through social responsibility.
+ Develop your social responsibility strategy and impact-driven initiatives aligned
with the United Nations 17 Sustainable Development Goals.

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATFORM
Their expertise can be useful on the creation of the e-modules

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS
This platform gives overall management support to NGO or other organizations with
social concerns. It not only helps organizations to have an easy and new channel with
potential donors, but also helps in the management of the actions and on the
dissemination of the activities.
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GOOD PRACTICES

FUNZI
Funzi

www.funzi.fi

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
A Finnish based start-up that provides mobile learning to refugees in Europe and
migrants in countries in the Global South in their own languages. Language learning,
information on integration and employment services are all incorporated. Funzi courses
are broken down into short topics that learners can take just 15 minutes a day to learn.
Our unique learning pedagogy is optimized to make digesting information easy.

CONTENT & MODALITIES

Free courses on key life skills, including entrepreneurship, finding a job, food safety, and
managing finances. Funzi courses are created to support lifelong learning and to enhance
the learning of critical 21st century skills.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ Colorful, self-paced modules, trainings for employment.
+ Card-deck approach allows information to be presented in a way that is
understood globally
- Some courses are free some are not.
Funzi is built on robust technology and it is accessible almost anywhere in the world.
Our service that runs on any mobile browser, requires very little internet bandwidth
and works on all connected devices - even feature phones - without compromising
the quality. Funzi is scalable and makes sharing knowledge with large audiences
easy. The game-like learning loop keeps learning fun and users motivated.

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATFORM
Card-deck approach can be applied to some of the e-modules.
The mobile format is a good idea but has to be discussed if it is within the frame of
this project.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS

The experts agreed that it was a good practice to inspire in many aspects: It is
colorful, the modules are self-paced, the training for employment are relevant. Its
approach to the information is also to notice: it uses a card-deck approach which
allows information to be presented in a way that is understood globally. They pointed
out this approach is beneficial for smartphones and has to be studied if it is suitable
for the online format of MigranTech.
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Get bad news
Get bad news

https://www.getbadnews.com/#intro

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
The target audience can be of any age and the objective is help them differentiate the
fake news on the media.

CONTENT & MODALITIES
The user plays the game in which s/he should choose between two options at any step s/he
takes and gets either followers or his/her credibility percentage rises.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ It is joyful, not boring. It shows direct and concrete result.
+ The languages is simple, the sentences are short.
- It is not deep, superficial information.

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATFORM
Can be used in any of the e-modules , (employability percentage could rise with
correct choices.)
It gives different roles, in our modules the user could choose roles between employer
or employee…during the game empathy would rise.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS

The experts pointed out that the platform is joyful, not boring. It shows direct and
concrete results. Besides the language is simple, the sentences are short. Therefore, it
could be an inspiration for the modules with self-evaluation. Moreover, it allows the
user to make mistakes. They proposed that whenever they make a mistake, a small
notice with the correct answer may appear, thus the user would learn the correct
answer. For example, the success meter in the game could be used for the
employability of the person depending on his/her answers. Another application could
be giving different roles, in our modules the user could choose roles between
employer or employee…during the game and the user could feel empathy. They also
warned that this technique is not appropriate for all the e-modules.
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Guide to inclusive recruitment
Portuguese Association for Diversity and Inclusion (APPDI)
https://www.appdi.pt/carta-portuguesa-para-a-diversidade/

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
Intended for all organizations seeking to inspire and provide tools that can be useful,
promoting the construction of a workplace that is not only more diverse but inclusive and
capable of providing comfort and well-being for their employees

CONTENT & MODALITIES

Guide on inclusiveness in the workplace

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ This guide provides tools that value the differences in gender; sexual orientation;
ethnicity; religion; place of origin; culture; nationality; background; age; political
orientation; etc…
+ This guide values Diversity

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
This guide might be a good starting point in building the e-modules.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS

This action raises awareness to the importance and gains of having a more diverse
and inclusive organization. It also provides training and has a recognition method to
certificate organizations. It is a good method to promote inclusiveness and diversity,
therefore promoting a more fair society.
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"HOPE" Program

(Hébergement, Orientation, Parcours vers l’Emploi =
Accommodation, Orientation, Pathways to Employment)

Afpa

www.afpa.fr/programme-hope

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
The objectives are : support and train job seekers in 30 job sectors in tension (53% in
construction /28% in services / 19% in industry) in order to promote their autonomy + the
course provides a response to companies that struggle to hire, especially in sectors in
tension.
The target group are beneficiaries of international protection, i.e.: refugees and
beneficiaries of subsidiary protection; with priority given to isolated persons under 25
years of age accommodated in accommodation facilities for asylum seekers or in
emergency accommodation facilities

CONTENT & MODALITIES
Public/private program: Ministry of the Interior, Ministry of Labour and Pôle Emploi, 9
Trade Competence Operators and more than 450 partner companies.
A path of integration through employment for a population facing socio-economic
difficulties, Hope is composed of several bricks:
- Training in French for professional purposes, at the same time as the construction of the
professional project, within the framework of engineering and adapted tools
(operational preparation for collective employment);
- A professional training, via a professionalization contract or an interim professional
development contract, oriented towards the unmet needs of companies;
- Accommodation and catering services at the training site;
- Global support (administrative, social, professional, medical, citizen, etc.).
The Hope course lasts 9 months.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ Global support integrating accommodation throughout the duration of the course
in order to remove the obstacles to integration via employment;
+ Opportunity for socio-professional integration and acceleration of French
language learning;
+Opportunity for companies facing recruitment difficulties
+ Since 2017, more than 3,000 refugees have been trained in many sectors in tension
- Face-to-face courses only & not accessible to all (selection)

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
We could be inspired by the content of the program (learning French, knowledge of
the social and professional system, acquisition of skills promoting employability...)

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS
A link to this job platform could be integrated into the Migrantech platform, in order
to direct learners to this tool that would allow them to easily get in touch with
employers.
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IEUME
Factor Social, AMSED, Universita Ta Malta, CARDET, Diplomatic
Academy of the University of Nicosia, E.N.T.E.R. GMBH
https://www.ieume.com/en/

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
This project intends to help the young adults of migrant background to receive education
on the EU (rights, obligations, values, opportunities, culture, and civic participation) in a
way that would facilitate their smooth integration in their hosts (European) societies

CONTENT & MODALITIES

Modules with different integration topics

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ Online tool
+ Available in IOS and android devices, as well as computer devices
+ This tool can be used by any sort of user who is interested in broadening his
knowledge on migration, employability, and the EU
+ It is an interactive platform, composed of small games and roleplays
+ It is available in English; Portuguese; German; Greek; French; and Maltese.
Covering a broad audience

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
It is a project that has similar aims as the MIGRANTECH project.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS

This Erasmus+ project also created online training to promote the integration of
migrants, the methodological choices, and the contents of the project can be studied
and used in conjunction with the Migrantech project. It has an online platform with
gamified contents on different themes. It also has an App version.
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INDEED
Indeed

https://www.indeed.com/

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
The target group is anyone looking for a job or searching how to plan a carrer.

CONTENT & MODALITIES
Indeed is a free service to job seekers, where you can upload a resume, create job alert
emails, search for jobs, save them and apply to them directly. Employers can even post jobs
directly to Indeed that may not be available anywhere else.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ Ready-made templates to apply for jobs.
- Boring, no images, high level of language.

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
The templates and the way they are presented are worth studying. There is a whole
section of the website dedicated to Company Pages, where it is possible to read
reviews of companies that interest you written by current and former employees.
There is also a Career Guide! It contains plenty of useful articles about job searching,
interviewing, and hundreds of resume templates and cover letter samples.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS
Ready-made templates to apply for jobs have been considered relevant and even
inspiring. The users can search according to their city or regions. This was also seen
as a good help for users who think of moving. This platform was found very useful for
many e-modules: search for a job, CV preparation, job interview, etc.
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Information Sweden
Information Sweden
www.informationsverige.se

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
A platform that provides migrants and refugees an easy overview of Swedish society and
how to navigate it. It contains both information on Swedish society and digital learning
content.

CONTENT & MODALITIES
Information Sweden is a platform that collects information for migrants and refugees on
many topics including employment. The intention has been to create a “one-stop-shop” for
all types of information relevant for integration and inclusion. It also includes a language
introduction to the most useful terms for the newly arrived .

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ Step-to-step guide
+ Short titles starting with I AM… easy to identify themselves.
+ In many languages
+ Printable material
+ Different colours for each module, with submodules of the same colour.
- If the user doesn’t fall into one of the categories it is difficult to find his way.

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
Printable material is a good idea for the professionals working with digitally weak
migrants/refugees.
Different coulours for each of the modules is natural guiding to the submodules.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS

The professionals working in the employment of refugees or volunteers accompanying
them through their search for a job claimed that the step-to-step guide of the
platform is applicable for our project. They highlighted especially the printable
material that the platform provides. They stressed that printing sometimes makes the
life of a counselor easy as the migrants and refugees may have difficulties getting
used to the digital world. Short titles were also considered to be an advantage to
foster simplicity. The modules are in different colours according to the topic and
everything related is the same colour, which provides a natural guiding to the
submodules. That was considered as a good example too. Another positive comment
was about short titles starting with I AM… they considered it makes it easy to identify
themselves. Some of them also pointed out that the categories should be well defined
and for those who don’t fall into categories another solution should be thought of.
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Integration Policy
Strategic Plan for Migration (PEM) - Alto Comissariado
para as Migrações
https://www.acm.gov.pt/pt/-/plano-estrategico-para-as-migracoes-pem-

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
This project’s aim is to oversee transversal and articulated solutions to the different
challenges, like the transversal fight against the demographic deficit; consolidation of
integration and training of immigrant communities living in Portugal; inclusion and
training of new nationals; international mobility; talent management and enhancement
of the attractiveness of the country; better articulation between immigration and
emigration; and support for the return and reiteration of Portuguese emigrants.

CONTENT & MODALITIES
Ample range of policies for integration

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ Identification and prioritisation of the different axes of the integration process

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
Allows for a better understanding of the problems migrants face for integration.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS

This overall plan, covers all the actions, strategies and different tools with the main
aim of promoting the integration of Migrants, while describing the expected impacts.
It is created by a governmental organization with the objective of clarifying the
overall plan, and how the different actions, either created by them or promoted by
other organizations connect with each other.
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Intercultural Schools Kit
ENTRECULTURAS Office and the ACM, I.P.
https://www.acm.gov.pt/pt/-/kit-intercultural

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
Aims to provide schools, and all professionals in the education sector, with a set of
materials regarding interculturality

CONTENT & MODALITIES
Compilation of tools

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ This tool can be used by any professional of the education sector
+ This tool provides different perspectives on cultures; habits ; religions ; etc…
+ There is a variety of tools, like books, DVDs
+ The tool covers a variety of ages

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATFORM
It could be interesting to integrate some tools and annexes in the MIGRANTECH emodules

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS

This is an example of one of the actions that is part of the Strategic Plan for
Migration (PEM), made by the Alto Comissariado para as Migrações (ACM). It
consist on a toolkit to help shools to promote interculturality. It can be used by
different schools, and it can be interesting to adopted it to other countries.
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KIRON Open Higher Education
Kiron

https://kiron.ngo

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
Aims at providing access for refugees to Higher Education through a modularized
curriculum that employs existing MOOCs, supportive language courses and mentorship,
and the opportunity to transfer to partner universities to complete one’s degree on site.
Moreover, they provide skill programs to prepare learners for the job market. The goal is
to empower students with the knowledge, skills, and network they need for future success.

CONTENT & MODALITIES
Kiron Open Higher Education offers refugees, asylum seekers and underserved communities
from around the world a broad range of digital learning programs to support their personal,
professional and academic growth through our online platform, Kiron Campus.
Kiron offers custom-made online study programs using massive open online courses
(MOOCs) from renowned educational providers and Open Educational Resources (OER’s)
Professional and self-development online courses. The platform’s content is a range of
educational providers and open educational resources to prepare students for university,
employment or entrepreneurship.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ Possibility to meet other refugees in online forums and chat rooms

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
Being able to meet other online refugees can be a nice tool to make new friends and
learn from people in the same situation.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS
This platform was found inspiring for its possibility to meet other refugees in online
forums and chat rooms. Being able to meet other online refugees can be a nice tool
to make new friends and learn from people in the same situation. The FAQ of the
platform was also claimed to be an accurate tool for learners. They work closely with
partners from higher education institutions to see more non-formal credit recognition.
Kiron has therefore developed quality assurance principles in alignment with
international standards.
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“Konexio” Training Path
Association Konexio

https://www.konexio.eu/a-propos.html

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
Konexio trainings are aimed at marginalized populations, including refugees and
migrants and young people with fewer opportunities. They aim to enable people who
are foreign and/or far from the labour market to acquire skills that employers are
looking for. Konexio offers free digital skills training courses - from the most basic to the
most advanced - to promote socio-professional integration.

CONTENT & MODALITIES
The digital skills training program has been developed according to IT skills standards at
European and international level and in response to labour market demands. It is structured
around a training course ranging from the basic use of a computer to Internet browsing,
word processing and the mastery of a spreadsheet.
The trainings are based on practical cases, with a strong emphasis on transversal skills and
related soft skills.
The 3 proposed routes are as follows:
Beginner, 20h face-to-face: learning the basics of computer science (operation of a
computer, creation of files, use of a USB key, Internet browsing)
Intermediate, 20 hours face-to-face: deepening of Internet browsing, data protection, use
of e-mails, discovery of Microsoft Word.
Advanced, 20 hours face-to-face: Excel tool with a professional aim, to acquire strong skills
on Excel that can be mobilized in business.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ Training based on the skills sought by companies
+ Personalized, practice-oriented pedagogical approach adapted to non-Frenchspeaking audiences and beginners
+ Focus on learning soft skills and learning the social codes of the world of work
through workshops
- Free but not accessible to all (you must apply to access the training)

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
We could make a module on learning the basics of computer science
Another one on the use of the Internet and digital tools for job search
Focus on soft skills and social codes of the world of work

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS

Digital skills have become essential in our society, whether it is to look for a job, to
practice one's profession or to do one's daily tasks. This aspect seems unavoidable in
a program such as Migrantech.
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LASER - Language, Academic Skills and E-learning Resources
British council

www.syria.britihcouncil.org

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
Aims at providing access for refugees to Higher Education through a modularized
curriculum. The objective is to help students who cannot access, or who have dropped
out of formal education, to find new opportunities to continue their higher education in
Syria or in its neighbouring countries. Students should:
·develop digital literacy skills and a positive attitude to online education
·increase their language and communication skills in English, German and French
·improve their presentation and discussion skills
·learn how to manage their time
·develop their confidence and grow their self-directed learning processes
·be able to have their English language levels tested through Aptis or IELTS - as
appropriate to the level and needs of students.

CONTENT & MODALITIES

MOOCs, supportive language courses and mentorship, and the opportunity to transfer to
partner universities to complete one’s degree on site.
-Online short-courses through MOOCs in English (Futurelearn) and in Arabic through Edraak,
with the possibility of studying in French and German through OpenUp Ed, the EU’s MOOC
platform (Phase 1).
-Facilitated online, accredited higher education distance learning through Open University
and Amity University for 300 students who meet the entrance criteria for these courses
(Phase 2)
-Language and academic skills training delivered in Syria through a partner organisation
(SPARK) with the possibility of the future delivery of MOOCs

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES

+ Already prepared forms to be filled by the migrants. Easy to get a good result.
+ Access to some employment demands in the market.
- Not creative, all the same.

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM

The idea of putting some templates, easy to be filled with personal information.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS

The experts stressed as a good example the ready-made templates. Many
documents are already set up with blanks, letting the users fill with personal
information. This tool makes it easy to fill write CVs. Nevertheless, they also pointed
out that there will be no creativity in the CVs but it is easy to obtain good results.
They all agreed that the demos of the platform were a very powerful tool to make it
easy to understand and to motivate. The accompaniment in the access to some
employment demands in the market was considered to be a plus for the platform.
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MEET – Meeting the Health Literacy Needs of Immigrant Populations
Oxfam Italia, ISS, RITA, CARDET, Verein Multikulturell,
University of Valencia
http://migranthealth.eu/index.php/en/

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
EU co-funded project that provides a platform and an online training course to
strengthen the health literacy among migrants and refugees through an innovative
community health education model . The target roups are people with a migrant
background, migrant associations, community leaders, and cultural and linguistic
mediators in the host country.

CONTENT & MODALITIES

In this context, it aims to build the capacity of Community Health Educators (CHE’s),
who can then support other community members in developing their capacities, for
tackling health issues. The project MEET aims to strengthen the recognition of
diversity and multiculturalism and include migration-related competences in the
health care services by adapting and developing an innovative community health
education model and a professional development programme for social and health
service providers. It is addressed to migrant associations, community leaders, and
cultural and linguistic mediators in the host country. In this context it aims to build
the capacity of people with a migrant background as Community Health Educators,
who can then support other community members in developing their own capacities,
for tackling health issues.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ The e-platform makes it easy to find the outputs of the trainings.
+ There is a Forum.

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
The e-library can be applied to our platform.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS
The experts expressed positive feedback for the platform regarding the simplicity to
find the outputs of the training. The Forum in the platform was considered to be
inspirational. The e-library was also noticed, the experts agreed that such an elibrary could be implemented in MigranTech.
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MOOC "Français Langue Etrangère”

(French as a Foreign Language)

Alliance pour la formation professionnelle des adultes
https://mooc.afpa.fr/courses/course-v1:afpa+MOOC_FLE_AFPA+FLE/about

(Afpa)

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
This MOOC aims to provide migrants and refugees with the basics of the French
language and to facilitate their social and professional integration.

CONTENT & MODALITIES
30 hours of courses available around 15 topics (including “Introducing yourself”, “Talking
about your activities”, “Filling in an administrative form”, “Calling and making an
appointment”, etc.). For each of the topics covered, the modules consist of educational
videos explaining the key concepts in oral and written situations; a series of exercises
and activities to test knowledge with the help of links to external French learning
websites; and knowledge evaluation questionnaires.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ Partly translated into 4 languages: English, Arabic, Pashto and Dari (Afghan
languages)
+ Available on smartphone and tablet
+ Collaborative approach: self-help forum led by translators, in connection with the
trainer or other learners
+Video presentation of the MOOC on Afpa's platform
- No skills certification tool

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
The content of the e-modules "Introducing yourself" and "Talking about your
activities" may be interesting for the development of interpersonal and
communication skills.
In addition, it would be interesting to direct learners to external resources via links
within the e-modules.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS
Participants highlighted the use of various types of media (videos, audio recording,
etc.). Audio materials could be integrated into our e-modules, for example in the
form of podcasts/interviews.
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MOOC "Travailler en France" (Working in France)
Alliance française Paris-Ile-de-France

https://www.fun-mooc.fr/fr/cours/travailler-en-france-a2-b1/
(hosted on the MOOC platform France Université Numérique)

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
This Massive Open Online Course is designed for foreigners with an A2 level of the
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) who wish to discover
professional French and the professional world.

CONTENT & MODALITIES
This 90-hour training course is composed of 6 sequences, including a general course on
job search and work life (job search, integration into the company, teamwork,
participation in social life, managing unusual situations and developing skills), and 5
courses on specific professional sectors (construction, hotels and restaurants, IT, health,
personal and business services).
The sections and subsections are introduced by various types of content (images, videos,
audio recordings, templates of administrative documents, etc.), followed by a quiz aimed
at evaluating the knowledge acquired by the participant (in the form of multiple-choice
questionnaires, true/false, fill-in-the-blank texts...). Each quiz ends with an informative
memo (for example, on the role of Pôle employ, the public institution in charge of
employment in France) or a grammar memo related to the topic covered.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ Available on smartphone, tablet or computer
+ Every 3 months, the FUN platform issues certificates of successful completion. If at
that time the user's score in the exercises is above 50%, he/she can download a
"certificate of successful completion".
- Content only available in French, without subtitles or translation

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
We could draw inspiration from the content of the modules on integration into the
company, teamwork, participation in social life and managing difficulties at work.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS
The structuring of this MOOC caught the attention of the participants, in particular
the idea of making a module dedicated to each sector of activity "in tension",
especially since these sectors were identified by the consortium as being the most
conducive to the employment of migrants and refugees within the framework of the
IO1. Another element of this online course was noted as a potential source of
inspiration: the realization of practical cases. For example, it was considered
interesting to offer the learner, within the e-module on CV creation, the possibility to
create his/her own CV and upload it to the platform in order to have feedback and
improvement advice from partner organizations.
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MOOC "Travailler et accéder à
l’emploi en France"

(Working and accessing employment in France)

Direction de l’Intégration et de l’Accès à la Nationalité
https://www.fun-mooc.fr/fr/cours/vivre-et-acceder-lemploi-en-france/
(Hosted by the FUN MOOC Platform)

(DIAN)

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
This MOOC is intended for anyone who wants to live in France, or who has just moved
there, and who wants to learn more about the organization and functioning of the
country. It presents the first steps to take when settling in, the different public services
and their purpose, and practical information about living in France (how to get around,
what steps to take to find a job, etc.).

CONTENT & MODALITIES
This training is divided into 7 chapters for a total duration of 3 hours. It is composed of a
succession of videos and interactive activities. With the quizzes proposed throughout the
course, the user can evaluate the knowledge he/she has acquired.
Chapter 4, entitled "Accessing employment and creating your own business" is
composed of exercises on job search, preparing an application, the employment
contract, professional life in general, and creating a company.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ Users obtain a "certificate of successful completion" if they succeed at least 50%
of the exercises
+ Also available on smartphone and tablet (supports more easily accessible to this
public)
+ Video presentation of the course

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
We could be inspired by the video presentation of this MOOC.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS
With regard to Chapter 4, the module entitled "Starting a business" was considered
relevant by the group as a whole. In order to adapt this idea to the Migrantech
platform, the partners could make videos with entrepreneurship professionals
(success stories). In addition, participants stressed that it might be relevant to
integrate the idea of Chapter 7 "Participating in social life" into an e-module on
integration into a company (on how to behave at work, the relationship with
colleagues, etc.).
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Newcomer's program - FOREM
FOREM

https://www.leforem.be/particuliers/accompagnement-ressortissants-etrangers.html

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
It is a socio-professional integration scheme adapted to newcomers with a work permit,
included asylum seekers with a work permit.
The migrant counsellors work on 4 main objectives:
a. Ensuring access to the labour market (registering as a job seeker and obtaining a
work permit); b. Identifying migrants’ skills; c. Identify the needs of migrants and direct
them to appropriate services, either internally or externally; d. Intermediate between job
supply and demand

CONTENT & MODALITIES
Forem organizes individual and/or group meetings to facilitate administrative procedures,
to identify skills and needs: studies, training, professional experience, languages, ..., to inform
about the job market, to propose job offers according to your profile, to orientate towards
adapted services: screening, language test, training in French as a foreign language,
qualifying training, validation of skills and/or experience, diploma equivalence, professional
situation (MISIP), ... These actions are organized in Forem's offices and at its partners.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
- The target group is strictly defined (in terms of papers, time of residence in the
country, and place of residence (only for Wallonia)
- the number of languages offered for the services (4) is insufficient for all the
nationalities represented
- the number of people provided is insufficient for the number of requests
+ the fact that this program is in priority for newcomers
+ the agreement made with FEDASIL allows direct contact with the target public

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
The content can be inspiring for information on the labor market, identification of
skills and orientation towards adapted services (language courses, diploma
recognition,...)

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS

The experts advised us to propose to this institution if they can evaluate our modules
and possibly collaborate by putting us in the list of places where people can value
the skills we propose on our platform. With our platform we cannot follow and
accompany people individually, but people will be able to work on the skills they
need to develop either individually or accompanied by a person from a job search
institution who knows our platform.
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ONLINE COURSES - VDAB
VDAB (Flanders)

https://www.vdab.be/opleidingen/aanbod?vakgebieden=7&leervorm=3&organisator=203&p=1

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
Free online Dutch courses (grammar, writing, etc.), but also assertivity at work, getting
feedback, conflict management, introduction to finance, and a lot more (+ 300 online
courses) with online coach, recognized by VDAB for people who doesn't speak Dutch,
work seekers or employees.

CONTENT & MODALITIES
You can consult your course 24 hours a day, it will last approximately 30 hours of study time.
You pick out the modules that interest you. Each piece of learning material is supplemented
with exercises and tests. With most courses you get online coaching. The online coaches are
experienced teachers. They review the exercises you do during the online course and give
you feedback. They follow up on your progress. On weekdays, you will receive an answer
within 24 hours. Through the learning environment you can send your exercises and questions
to your online coach. How you do this exactly, you can read in the manual of the course
package.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
- Most of the courses are suitable for use on laptop and desktop only
+ You are not required to follow the entire package. You can limit yourself to what
you need immediately. You determine your own learning location and learning
moments. The course is accessible via the internet 24 hours a day.
+ This course is offered with online coaching.

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
We can put a link specifically to the language courses in our e-modules for the users
that are interested, and inspire us of the content and topics of the other courses and
make them more synthetic, as our modules will last 3 hours.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS
The expert told that since language is key for professional integration, it is important
that employees learn the technical terms of their job from the start. Besides that, the
expert advised to make the e-module accessible for all levels of the language. Also,
it is complicated to acquire language in a module of 3 hours and other language
supports already exist (schools, apps). Redirection towards the existing entities and
tools should be done on the MigranTech Platform. However, the basic professional
and specific vocabulary of a job is still useful in the module.
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Online Trainings - Bruxelles formation
Bruxelles Formation

https://www.bruxellesformation.brussels/trouver-une-formation/catalogue-deformations/formations-en-ligne/

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
Bruxelles Formation offers an online training catalog that covers 30 domains for a total
of more than 50,000 distinct course modules ranging from the Office suite to computer
graphics, including calculus, typing and web-marketing.

CONTENT & MODALITIES
They offer online training that allows to progress at your own pace. Distance coaching is
also possible on request. Their online trainings are open to all Brussels residents registered
as job seekers with Actiris. A registration to FOREM or VDAB is accepted under condition.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
- website only in French
- online training are available only for Brussels residents registered as job seeker
with Actiris
- trainings are limited to digital skills and jobs, although they are many
+ 30 main areas of training and about 50.000 modules online.
+ objectives and programmes are clearly presented with duration, timetable, …
+ TOSA (Test On Software Applications) can be given at the end of the training on
digital skills
+ if the trainee does not have a proper computer, (s)he can go to the offices of
Bruxelles formation where access to the necessary material is provided
+ works with OpenClassrooms, InLearning => acquired competences can be
mentioned on the LinkedIn profile
+ multilingual environment for the training
+ a certificate of attendance is given by the institution

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
References to partners or similar platforms will offer more opportunities to job
seeking migrants, leading them to more job opportunities, especially if those
platforms are managed by official agencies

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS
This platform covers many digital jobs, from the basic Office suite to more specific
areas like technical drawing, sound techniques, digital video, practical management
of the company, web development, … which is highly sought by private companies,
according to the survey.
Job seekers can train at their rhythm, with a coach, which encourages them to
complete the training
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ONLINE TRAININGS - FOREM
FOREM

https://formation-distance-inscription.leforem.be/catalogueleforem/

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
FOREM and the Competence Centers offer distance learning courses, supervised by a coach,
to job seekers.

CONTENT & MODALITIES
The trainings concern the following domains: communication trainings, horeca professions,
industrial professions, bureaucratic, computer and network, web, construction professions,
management and e-commerce professions, secretarial professions.
Of course, the knowledge and use of the internet and the windows environment is a
prerequisite. A certificate of attendance is issued at the end of the training
Throughout the training, a coach supports the learning process, organizes the course and
answers all questions.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
- the website is only in French, which is not spoken by most migrants from outside Europe,
the courses cannot be taken by a person at any time; sessions are fixed, prerequisite:
knowledge and use of Internet and Windows environment, the users need to have a
multimedia computer, a quick connection to Internet and an active email address, which
is not always the case for migrants with less opportunities
+ the website is very clear, with short sentences, gives many useful information on the
same page: objectives, programme, target population, duration of the course, duration of
the tutoring, access procedure, dates of sessions, there are various means of
communication with the team: telephone or mail, the sessions are fixed, so that they can
be followed by a tutor, there is a link to the registration form on each page, a certificate
of ‘attendance’ is given at the end of the training course, basic training about Office
suite is proposed, residents from outside the Walloon Region are eligible for the trainings

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
We could inspire us from the synthetic information on the first page of the modules, like
objectives, programme, estimated duration of the module and the set up of an attractive
‘cover’ page with the training domains covered by our 40 modules.
As well as clicking on one domain, the user reaches another page with the modules linked
to that domain.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS
This distance learning platform covers a wide range of topics pointed out in the survey as
‘essential’ for the employability of migrants, like communication skills, stress management,
assertiveness… It also proposes training for jobs in short supply, which can lead to quick
employment
A certificate of attendance is issued at the end of the course, which gives a sort of
official recognition for the job seeker that (s)he followed a training course to prepare
her/himself
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Plateforme numérique « Parl’Emploi »
Adult Education Centre "Greta du Velay"

http://parlemploi.velay.greta.fr/ (co-financed by the European Integration Fund)

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
This platform aims to facilitate access to employment for migrants and refugees by
allowing them to learn French in connection with the professional world and to become
familiar with the social codes of socio-professional integration in France. By taking this
online training, users are expected to know and use the vocabulary of access to
employment as well as employment support resources, understand how to conduct their
job search, and how to value their skills.

CONTENT & MODALITIES
14 training modules, organized in 4 sections:
1. My knowledge and skills
2. My environment
3. My job search
4. My work
Each capsule includes a short video in French subtitled, many online exercises (fill-in-theblank texts, associations of images and sentences, definitions to find, propositions to put
in order, quizzes, etc.), concrete case studies to be carried out on papier, as well as
informative elements.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ Use of interactive content: subtitled and transcribed videos, exercises and
additional resources
+ Elements of definition and information
- Only available in French
- No certification tool

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
We could take the example of the various types of exercises proposed.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS
They stressed the relevance of this good practice in relation to the project. Several
elements caught the attention of the group and can be sources of inspiration during
the implementation of the Migrantech training course:
- Videos featuring real-life situations: for example, an interview between a job
seeker and a Pôle emploi counsellor;
- External links inserted within the modules: for example, to the website of the main
structures such as Pôle emploi, to activities/exercises offered by other websites, or to
more advanced language learning tools (section "To go further").
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Platform "MOOCs4Inclusion"
European Commission
https://moocs4inclusion.org/

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
This European initiative aims to provide a broad mapping and evaluation of available
MOOCs and free digital learning tools in the field of migrant and refugee inclusion.
Through this process, the initiative aims to provide migrants, refugees as well as
professionals and stakeholders with knowledge and skills that will support and improve
integration.

CONTENT & MODALITIES
The platform hosts a catalog of free digital learning (FDL) initiatives available for
migrants, refugees and asylum seekers. Over 200 resources - in the form of MOOCs,
online courses, apps, videos, etc. - have been made available in a categorized archive.
Visitors can browse the catalog, explore and take advantage of the learning resources it
offers, including teacher training manuals, job aids kits and online courses addressing
issues of inclusion, integration and social and civic participation.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ An instinctive search in the catalog, filtered by type of resource (MOOC, app, etc.),
by objectives (social inclusion, language learning, employment, teacher training,
personal support), by country or by validation system
- Only available in English

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
It would be interesting to direct learners to additional tools/resources/ courses via
links shared on the platform.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS
According to participants, this platform could be useful to get inspiration from
existing initiatives in the field of online training for migrants and refugees (including
skills assessment/certification tools used).
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Platform of Pedagogical Resources
Alto Comissariado para as Migrações
http://ppt.acm.gov.pt/

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
Is an e-learning platform developed in a moodle software to support the teaching of
Portuguese language to foreigners in training contexts, aimed at teachers and trainers
who teach Portuguese language courses to foreigners that certify at Level A2 Elementary User

CONTENT & MODALITIES
Language training

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ It is an online platform developed for non-Portuguese speaking foreigners
+ It is online
+ User-friendly (Moodle software)

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
It is a good example of an online platform for migrant integration

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS

The Platform of Pedagogical Resources (http://ppt.acm.gov.pt/) was a Good
Practice identified by Factor Social. The experts indicated that the ACM (the High
Commissariat for Migrations, which is the governmental organ that developed the
Platform) also has a Translation Helpline available in several languages which seeks
to overcome the difficulties of migrants, asylum seekers and refugees in accessing
different services (https://www.acm.gov.pt/pt/-/servico-de-traducao-telefonica).
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Portuguese Online Platform
Alto comissariado para as migrações
https://pptonline.acm.gov.pt/

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
Portugues Para Todos Programme is an initiative aimed at developing Portuguese
language courses for foreign citizens living in Portugal, including nationals of third
countries, EU citizens, refugees or asylees and Luso-descendants.
Non-Portuguese speaking people

CONTENT & MODALITIES
Language training

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ Offering Portuguese courses are important for migrant integration, since it’s as
seen as a big barrier for labour insertion
+ It is online
+ They offer level A and B courses
+ It is composed of 24 functional thematic modules, and are presented in text, audio,
video, and image formats, and available in Portuguese, English, Arabic and Spanish
+ They offer a tutor ; exercises ; and exams

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
It is a good example of an online platform for migrant integration

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS

To almost all migrants, refugees and asylum seekers, the language barrier is one main
problem for integration. This tool tries to tackle this problem by providing language
training in different formats, therefore it is a good practice.
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PPT program
Alto Comissariado para as Migrações

https://www.acm.gov.pt/pt/-/programa-ppt-portugues-para-todos

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
The PPT - Portugues Para Todos Programme is an initiative aimed at developing
Portuguese language courses for foreign citizens living in Portugal, including nationals of
third countries, EU citizens, refugees or asylees and Luso-descendants.

CONTENT & MODALITIES

Language training
-They offer exercises and suggestions for usage of the tool
-They offer 12 modules
-The modules include topics like: Food ; festivals ; work and labour tasks ; cultural habits.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ It is online

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
It is a good online tool for migrants training

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS

Regarding other Portuguese classes, the experts referred that the IEFP (Institute of
Employment and Professional Training) and the Qualifica Centers (vocational centers
for adults) now offer the program "Portuguese - Reception Language" which seeks to
have a more inclusive approach to the integration of migrants, refugees and asylum
seekers in Portuguese classes. These courses are shorter in duration than the PPT
courses and are therefore considered to be "intensive courses"
(https://www.iefp.pt/documents/10181/10201416/Guia+Organizativo+PLA.pdf/b2d
29efc-6b75-4413-8419-16df7e14230f).
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Project SPEAK
SHARE YOUR WORLD, LDA

https://inovacaosocial.portugal2020.pt/en/project/speak-2/

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
The SPEAK project tries to bring together newcomers and locals living in the same city
through community-led language groups and cultural exchange events.

CONTENT & MODALITIES
-Language skills
-Interpersonal skills
Communication skills

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ Learning conversations skills with people from all over the world
+ Enables social networking
+ Short group-sessions
+ The levels of group conversations are based on the language level
+Various conversation topics
- There is a fee to join the group sessions of 29 euros

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
Groups sessions are important to develop social skills (i.e., interpersonal skills;
communication skills ), and language skills.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS

This practice also tries to tackle the language barrier for newcomers. It not only
promotes the language skills, but also the social networks, since people meet to
practice the language, and therefore their social links and skills are increased.
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RISE -

Refugee Interactive Skills for Employment

Nottingham Trent University

http://rise-project.eu/resources/games/added-value-student-games/

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
These resources will help refugees to reduce gaps in language (English and German)
and computer skills, improve cross-cultural
communication skills and increase employability prospects.

CONTENT & MODALITIES
The resource includes 2 desktop and 2 mobile games to support the RISE Curriculum that are
engaging, relevant and accessible to the target group. In the platform, users can find
curricula that addresses skills gaps and a trainers’ handbook. The digital games cover
various issues related to gaining and maintaining employment.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ Mobile games with images and real life situations at work (interviews, meetings,
stereotypes, time management, etc.)
- You have to be able to download the program on a computer, just this first step can
be very complicated for people, not only on the digital level, but also on the level of
the computer equipment that people have.

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
Our e-modules can be inspired by this recreational way of teaching language, as
well as the computer skills. A video tutorial on how to use a computer will be viewed
by the user in the beginning. This one can be accessible at all time to help if any user
forgot or don’t know how to use a computer.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS
The expert reminded that refugees and primo-arrivants are a heterogenous group of
people with different education levels and approaches to the digital tools. A part of
the group does not possess a computer and have not acquire digital skills. The expert
supports the visual support and tutorial it is accessible to everyone.
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White paper
JRS - Portugal’s Jesuit Service to Refugees

https://www.jrsportugal.pt/livro-branco-sobre-os-direitos-dos-imigrantes-e-refugiadosproblemas-praticos-e-solucoes/

OBJECTIVES & TARGET GROUP
A document that gives a voice to the immigrants and refugees in order to identify and
analyse the obstacles they face in Portugal and present concrete recommendations to
the government, in the hope of contributing to better services and public policies.

CONTENT & MODALITIES
In these terms, a white paper is a report that informs concisely about a complex issue, meant
to help the target audience to understand an issue, solve a problem, or make a decision.

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
+ Clear identification of problems and recommendation of solutions.
- Only available in portuguese.

PROPOSITIONS TO ADAPT TO OUR PLATEFORM
This project allows for a better understanding of the problems migrants face, and
what areas in the society we should tackle in the modules.

COMMENTS FROM EXPERTS

This is an empowering practice, since it gives voice to the refugees, allowing them to
clearly state the problems that they were faced with, and with propositions to
improve the integration process. It is a good bottom up approach, allowing for the
beneficiaries of the integration process to inform the decision makers of their
perspective.
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CONCLUSIONS of the EXPERTS
All of the platforms proposed and presented by ANATOLIA YOUTH ASSOCIATION
have been considered accurate and inspiring in some aspects of their features: some
of them were found interesting in their digital conception and design, some others
were found more inspiring in their content. To summarize, the participants highlighted
the importance of diversity in features of the platform, use of different technical
devices, different colours and simple texts with basic vocabulary. Gamification,
audio-visual devices (videos, podcasts, voice recordings) and self-evaluation were
highly recommended by experts.
All the platforms and tools FACTOR SOCIAL identified as good practices were
accepted by the experts. The professionals provided insight into other good
practices worth looking into :
- Another Good Practice suggested was the Jesuit Refugee Service Portugal
Program (https://www.jrsportugal.pt/atendimento/), which offers help in various
areas, from employment and training to information and social support. Its primary
function is to house undocumented migrants while they await the outcome of a
removal order or asylum decision. JRS provides legal and social support and focuses
primarily on reducing the anxiety and stress experienced by migrants during the
detention period.
- The Nova Refugee Clinic (https://novarefugeelegalclinic.cedis.fd.unl.pt/) was also
indicated as a good initiative. Its aims are to develop research in the field of Asylum
Law, in order to monitor and evaluate existing legal and policy responses in this area,
as well as to propose and recommend changes and/or the development of
mechanisms that ensure adequate public asylum policies for the protection and
respect of the rights of applicants for and beneficiaries of international protection in
Portugal. Relying on research projects, to which a strong pedagogical component is
added, the NRC also aims to guide and direct applicants and beneficiaries of
international protection to the competent services on the issues raised.
- The CNAIM (National Support Center for Migrant Integration;
https://www.acm.gov.pt/pt/-/cnai-lisboa) are structures dependent on the ACM to
answer to the different difficulties experienced by migrants in their integration
process in Portugal. The centers bring together and cooperate, in the same space
and with the same operating philosophy, the main Public Administration services and
specialized support offices coordinated by the ACM, becoming fundamental
structures for an integrated response to migrant citizens.
The
CLAIM
(Local
Support
Centers
for
Migrant
Integration;
https://eportugal.gov.pt/servicos/centros-locais-de-apoio-a-integracao-demigrantes-claim-) They act in conjunction with the CNAIM. Their mission is to go
beyond providing information, supporting the entire process of welcoming and
integrating migrants, articulating with the various local structures, and promoting
interculturality at the local level. These ACM services provide support and general
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CONCLUSIONS of the EXPERTS
information in several areas, such as regularization, nationality, family reunification,
housing, voluntary return, work, health, education, among other daily issues.
- The Portuguese Charter for Diversity (https://www.appdi.pt/carta-portuguesapara-a-diversidade/) is an initiative of the European Commission, one of the
voluntary instruments created to encourage employers to implement and develop
internal policies and practices to promote diversity. A Charter for Diversity is a short
document signed voluntarily by employers from various sectors (public, private forprofit and non-profit). It describes concrete steps that can be taken to promote
diversity and equal opportunities at work regardless of cultural, ethnic, and social
origin, sexual orientation, gender, age, physical characteristics, personal style and
religion.
- The Job First - Porta Aberta project (https://www.porta-aberta.org/pt) works
from a "support office for the employability of vulnerable publics", in close
connection with the various entities that accompany people who are in one (or more)
vulnerable
conditions.
Some
of
the
services
provided
include
mentoring/coaching/psychological support, and supporting employers in finding
candidate profiles that match their staffing needs (job-matching).
The good practices identified by FAMILLES DU MONDE ASBL where in general
approved by the experts. They liked the originality and variety of the proposed
platforms, going from simple online free e-modules to online e-modules with online
coach, to a personal coach, to online games, to mobile applications. The weak point
they mentioned, and with which Familles du Monde asbl agrees, is the fact that a
little country is divided in three parts (Brussels, Flemish speaking part, French
speaking part) and that each part has its own institutions, projects and tools (not
always in all the languages) for migrants and they don't always share them.
Unfortunately, some of the good practices are not available for all of the migrants
and refugees in Belgium. This complicates the integration because migrants can only
choose depending on the region where they are residing. So this was an important
point discussed for the Migrantech project : to avoid as much as possible all the
barriers to register for the e-modules (such as language and residency).
The French experts considered that all the good practices identified by AMSED
were relevant and could be good sources of inspiration for the development of the
Migrantech project. The VET professionals interviewed emphasized the diversity of
content used in the different training courses (text, videos, interactive exercises,
quizzes, practical cases, external links, etc.). Some topics were also identified as
being suitable for the project, such as busisness creation or the sectors of activity in
tension.
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We identified a large heterogeneous variety of ways of certification tools in the 40
analyzed good practices.
Some good practices didn't have a clear certification, others did. During the Good
practices seminar that took place in September 2021 in Brussels (Belgium), we
discussed some European certification tools. We'll start describing three of them and
afterwards we will present 8 interesting certification tools that we identified in the
partner countries.
At the end, we will propose our own certification.

EUROPEAN CERTIFICATION TOOLS
1.European credit system for vocational education and training (ECVET)
The ECVET is a device in which qualifications are expressed in units of learning
outcomes to which credit points are attached, and which is combined with a
procedure for validating learning outcomes.
The European Credit System for Vocational Education and Training, often referred to
as ECVET, is a technical framework for the transfer, recognition and (where
appropriate) accumulation of individuals’ learning outcomes with a view to achieving
a qualification.
The aim of this system is to promote:
Mobility of people undertaking training;
Accumulation, transfer and validation and recognition of learning outcomes
(either formal, non-formal or informal) acquired in different countries;
Implementation of lifelong learning;
Transparency of qualifications;
Mutual trust and cooperation between vocational training and education
providers in Europe.
At a systems level, ECVET aims towards better compatibility between the different
vocational education and training (VET) systems in place across Europe, and their
qualifications.
From a geographical mobility perspective, ECVET aims at facilitating validation,
recognition and accumulation of skills and knowledge acquired during a stay in
another country, with a view to ensuring that such experiences contribute to the
achievement of vocational qualifications.
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ECVET brings a range of benefits to all those involved in geographical mobility and
lifelong learning.
The aim of the European Credit system for Vocational Education and Training
(ECVET) is to:
Make it easier for people to get validation and recognition of work-related skills
and knowledge acquired in different systems and countries – so that they can
count towards vocational qualifications;
Make it more attractive to move between different countries and learning
environments;
Increase the compatibility between the different vocational education and
training (VET) systems in place across Europe, and the qualifications they offer;
Increase the employability of VET graduates and the confidence of employers
that each VET qualification requires specific skills and knowledge.

2.European quality assurance in vocational education and training (EQAVET)
New reference framework to help EU Member assurancein States and participating
countries develop, improve, guide and assess the quality of their own vocational
educationand training systems.
The methodology proposed by the framework is based on:
Acycle consisting of four phases(planning, implementation, assessment and
review) described for VET providers/systems;
Quality criteria and indicative descriptors for each phase of the cycle;
Common indicators for assessing targets, methods, procedures and training results
some indicators are to be based on statistical data, others are of a qualitative
nature.
EQAVET was established on the basis of the Recommendation of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 18 June 2009 on the establishment of a European
Quality AssuranceReference Framework for Vocational Education and Training.

3.The European Qualifications Framework (EQF)
The European Qualifications Framework (EQF) is a common European reference
framework whose purpose is to make qualifications more readable and
understandable across different countries and systems.
As its name suggests, the EQF is also one of the frameworks to help deliver on the
principles of the European Pillar of Social Rights.3 The very first of the Pillar’s 20
principles is that everyone has the right to quality and inclusive education, training
and lifelong learning in order to maintain and acquire skills that enable them to
participate fully in society and successfully manage transitions in the labour market.
European Qualifications Framework - a bridge between national qualifications
systems
The core of the EQF is its eight reference levels defined in terms of learning outcomes
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i.e. knowledge, skills and autonomy-responsibility. Learning outcomes express what
individuals know, understand and are able to do at the end of a learning process.

Why the EQF is important
This is important to support cross-border mobility of learners and workers and
lifelong learning across Europe.
The framework serves as a translation device between different qualifications
systems and their levels. It is intended to benefit learners, workers, job-seekers,
employers, trade unions, education and training providers, qualification recognition
bodies, government authorities and international organisations
EQF implementation
The EQF has been the catalyst for development of comprehensive national
qualification frameworks based on learning outcomes. All countries committed to the
EQF consider such national frameworks necessary to make their qualifications
comparable across sectors and countries.
References:
https://eose.org/glossary/european-credit-system-for-vocational-education-and-training-ecvet/
https://www.navet.government.bg/en/european-credit-system-for-vocational-education-and-training/
https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/fr/events-and-projects/projects/european-qualifications-framework-eqf
https://ufm.dk/en/education/recognition-and-transparency/transparency-tools/qualifications-frameworks/european-qualifications-framework
https://www.ehea.info/Upload/TPG_A_QF_RO_MK_1_EQF_Brochure.pdf

CERTIFICATION TOOLS - Belgium
VDAB - Flanders, Belgium
The VDAB (Vlaamse Dienst voor Arbeidsmiddeling en Beroepsopleiding) is a the
employment public service for Flanders, the Flemish speaking part of Belgium. It
offers different types of programs for job seekers and each type has its own
certification. As good practice, we took their different online language courses
(Dutch) for job seekers.
For all the online courses, the participants have to create an VDAB account with their
ID number (that is a weak point, because if they don't have a Belgian ID yet, they
can't subscribe to any of the courses). With this official account, all the courses
proposed and recognized by VDAB that the participant follows will be registered in
its account. This means that when they will look for a job through the VDAB program,
in their online CV and in their folder, the online courses they followed will be visible
and recognized as acquired skills.
The other point is that for the language courses, all the exercices are automatically
corrected and they have an online coach, which means they have an objective
verification of the competences of the participants.
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Brulingua
Brulingua, the Brussels language application is really easy to use. You can follow the
courses and do the exercices whenever you want. For the certificate, you can just go
on your front page and download it. On the certificate you'll find the dates of your
learning time (start to end) and the learning time in hours and minutes. Each time you
download the certificate, the information will be updated. It is a simple certificate
and with an interesting way of updating electronically, but without details of the
content.

Download my certificate

CERTIFICATE
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CERTIFICATION TOOLS - France
MOOC "Working in France" - Certificate of successful completion

The MOOC "Working in France", created by the Alliance française Paris-Ile de
France, offers learners a certificate of successful completion attesting that can be
obtained when you have completed at least 50% of the course with good results in
exercises, quizzes and evaluations. The certificate mentions that the learner "has
successfully completed the MOOC Working in France offered by the Alliance
française Paris-IDF and available on the FUN platform", and specifies the date of
completion. However, it does not give more details about the types of skills that the
learner was able to develop by taking the online course.
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EU Skills Profile Tool for Third Country Nationals

The European Commission created the EU Skills Profiling Tool. It is a multilingual
online editor that allows third country nationals to present their skills, qualifications
and experience in a way that is understood throughout the European Union. The tool
is accessible from most devices, including computers, cell phones and tablets, and
facilitates the identification of skills, qualifications and work experience of thirdcountry nationals. It serves as a basis for providing personalized advice on the further
pathway to labor market integration (e.g., referrals to authorities responsible for
diploma recognition, skills validation, language or other training, or employment
assistance). https://ec.europa.eu/migrantskills/#/
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CERTIFICATION TOOLS - Portugal
DGERT
DGERT - Directorate-General for Employment and Labour Relations, is an organism
created by the Ministry of Labor, Solidarity and Social Services, and plays an active
role fundamentally in vocational training. Training entities that comply with DGERTS's
requirements for the validity of the training can apply for DGERT´s certification. The
certification of the training entity is proven through the issuing of a certificate, in
accordance with the model approved by the respective certifying entity. The
certificate provides information on the subjects of study that the learner was
registered in. These subjects and their contents are standardized for all of DGERT's
aknowledged training courses. The certification provided does not inform the
employers of the amount of hours the training took.
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IEFP
IEFP - Employment and Vocational Training Institute, is the national public
employment service. People in unemployment can apply to diverse training courses
promoted by the IEFP. The certificates for the conclusion of the training are dual
sided: in the front, there is information of the course´s field and level, the amount of
hours taken to complete it and the grading of the learner´s performance. At the back,
the employers will be able to see the curriculum plan, with the different modules and
course load.
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CERTIFICATION TOOLS - TURKEY
ON CAMPUS
The certification tool that can be found in KIRON learning platform certifies the
completion of an online course. To get this certificate, the learner should read
evrypage and complete all the quizzes. The certificate includes the name of the
learner, the hours of course taken and the topics learned in the course. The date of
the completion is also indicated.
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CERTIFICATION TOOLS
OPEN LEARN
Another example of certificate is the one used by OpenLearn. On this certificate the
name of the course, of the person attending and the number of hours are written. A
short list of the topics learned is also mentioned. This certificate indicates that there
were some mandotary tests to be taken and it certifies that the person has been
successful in them. The issuing date is also shown.
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CERTIFICATION TOOL - MIGRANTECH
For the MIGRANTECH project, we propose three types of certificates : a certificate
for the completion of each individual e-module, a second one when a whole
category or intern pathway is completed (we have 5 categories and two intern
pathways) and the third type of certificate will be given when all of the 40 proposed
e-modules were followed by the participants.
Each certificate will have two sides : the recto with the general information, the verso
with the details about the completed e-module or e-modules.

wot

TYPE 1

TYPE 2

TYPE 3

RECTO

Date, name, title of the
module, reference of the
platform, duration of the
course, trainer organisation,
signatures.

Date, name, title of category
or intern pathway, reference
of the platform, duration of the
courses, trainer organisation,
signatures.

Date, name, completion of the
40 e-modules, reference of the
platform, duration of the
courses, trainer organisation,
signatures.

VERSO

Category of the module,
description of the module,
learning objectives, acquired
competences, name of the
trainers

Number of modules, title of the
modules, short description,
date of completion, namer of
the trainers

Title of the 4 modules, trainer
organisations, date of
completion, name of the
trainers

We will attach to each certificate a document with the general information about
the project and the description of the transversal competences.
Dates of the project
Explanation of a KA2 project (support of the European Commission)
Target group
Objectives of the project
Methodology
Resume of the results of the survey
Resume of the reports on the testing phase
Resume of the seminars
Description of the 19 transversal competences
Short description of the 40 e-modules
Presentation of the 4 partners
Resume of the dissemination and exploitation of results
Contact
This way, employers will have a better idea of what the certificate is about and will
provide a better recognition to the e-learning of the participants.
Note :
Each time a participant completes a module, he or she will receive a type 1 - certificate. When a
category or intern pathway is filled, the type 2 - certificate will be awarded in addition to the last
type 1 - certificate. The type 3 - certificate will also be an addition to the type 1 and type 2 certificates.
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CERTIFICATE TYPE 1

APRIL 21st, 2020

MIGRANTECH
2020-1-FR01-KA204-080342

COURSE COMPLETION CERTIFICATE
is awarded to

[NAME]
For completing the course

TEAMWORK 1
proposed by the MIGRANTECH project on the e-platform migrantech.org
Duration : 3 hours
Trainer : Familles du Monde asbl

Djilali KABECHE
AMSED

Etienne DEVOS
Familles du Monde asbl

Nuno MARQUES
Factor Social

Figen SEYHAN
Anatolia Youth Association

France

Belgium

Portugal

Turkey

This certificate is not a diploma and does not confer credits. The identity of the participant has not been verified.

CERTIFICATE TYPE 1

MIGRANTECH

migrantech.org

2020-1-FR01-KA204-080342

E-MODULE :
TEAMWORK 1
Category : soft skills

Table of contents

Part
1.1
1.2
Part
Part
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
Part
4.1
4.2

1

2
3

Learning objectives
To understand
To
To
To

Learning outcomes & acquired
competences

4

To understand
To
To
To

Trainers : Nayeli Devos, Baudouin Devos, Leticia Reyes, Etienne Devos, Itzel Devos & Deédeni Devos
Familles du Monde asbl
This certificate is not a diploma and does not confer credits. The identity of the participant has not been verified.
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CERTIFICATE TYPE 2

APRIL 21st, 2020

MIGRANTECH
2020-1-FR01-KA204-080342

COURSE COMPLETION CERTIFICATE
is awarded to

[NAME]
For completing the 6 courses of the category

DIGITAL SKILLS
proposed by the MIGRANTECH project on the e-platform migrantech.org
Duration : 18 hours
Trainers : AMSED & Factor Social

Djilali KABECHE
AMSED

Etienne DEVOS
Familles du Monde asbl

Nuno MARQUES
Factor Social

Figen SEYHAN
Anatolia Youth Association

France

Belgium

Portugal

Turkey

This certificate is not a diploma and does not confer credits. The identity of the participant has not been verified.

CERTIFICATE TYPE 2

MIGRANTECH

migrantech.org

2020-1-FR01-KA204-080342

CATEGORY :
DIGITAL SKILLS
6 e-modules

The computer and its features (AMSED)

Looking for a job on the Internet (AMSED)

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

Description of the e-module

Description of the e-module

Use of the cell phone (AMSED)

How to create and keep a schedule (Factor Social)

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

Description of the e-module

Description of the e-module

Teleworking/working from home (AMSED)
DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

Description of the e-module

Description of the e-module

Trainers : Diane Duthuin, X. X., X. X., Tiago Marques, X. X., X. X.
AMSED & Factor Social
This certificate is not a diploma and does not confer credits. The identity of the participant has not been verified.
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E-reputation (AMSED)

CERTIFICATE TYPE 3

APRIL 21st, 2020

MIGRANTECH
2020-1-FR01-KA204-080342

PATHWAY COMPLETION CERTIFICATE
is awarded to

[NAME]
For completing the 40 E-MODULES
proposed by the MIGRANTECH project on the e-platform

migrantech.org
Duration : 120 hours
Trainers : AMSED, Familles du Monde asbl, Factor Social & Anatolia Youth Association

Djilali KABECHE
AMSED

Etienne DEVOS
Familles du Monde asbl

Nuno MARQUES
Factor Social

Figen SEYHAN
Anatolia Youth Association

France

Belgium

Portugal

Turkey

This certificate is not a diploma and does not confer credits. The identity of the participant has not been verified.

CERTIFICATE TYPE 3

MIGRANTECH
2020-1-FR01-KA204-080342

migrantech.org

MIGRANTECH PATHWAY
40 E-MODULES

Adaptation process 1
DATE of COMPLETION

Adaptation process 2

How to search for Job Opportunities

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

Adaptation process 3

How to write a CV

Preparation for a Job Interview

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

Adaptation process 4

Importance of mastering the local language

Physical health at work

Respecting Social Codes

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

Adaptation process 5

Integration into the company

Sectors in tension

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

Attention to detail

Intercultural communication

Self-confidence

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

Competence awareness

Learning about the Employee/er(s) rights and duties

Self-Knowledge

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

Critical thinking

Learning Turkish Language

Teamwork 1

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

Disability and Job search

Logical thinking

Teamwork 2

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

E-reputation

Looking for a job on the Internet

Teleworking/working from home

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

Failure management

Managing expectations in the job search

The computer and its features

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

How to create and keep a schedule

Managing expectations in the personal life

Trauma

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

How to create your own business

Market-Knowledge

Use of the cell phone

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

How to do a Pitch

Mindfulness at work

The computer and its features

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

DATE of COMPLETION

Trainers : ...
AMSED, Familles du Monde asbl, Factor Social & Anatolia Youth Association
This certificate is not a diploma and does not confer credits. The identity of the participant has not been verified.
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